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List of mistakes and missprints
(1) In [2, Example 4.4], for type B n , {q 2i } n i=1 is a set of basic polynomial invariants over Q only (not over Z[ 
Corrections
To correct our arguments instead of {q 2i } we use another set of generators {t i } (see below), which at the end simplifies our proofs and provides even a better upper bound for the torsion of the Chow groups, hence, improving our results. 
.., t n ], and for the type D n (n ≥ 4) we have
, where p n = e 1 · · · e n . Let K be the ideal generated by t 1 , . . . , t n over Z (resp. t 1 , . . . , t n−1 , p n ) if D is of type B n (resp. D n ). Then [2, Lemma 3.1, Corollaries 3.3 and 3.4] has to be replaced by 2.2. Lemma. Suppose we have a root system of type B n (resp. D n ) and d ≥ 2 (resp. n > d ≥ 2). Assume that d 0 = min{2n, d}. Consider a homogeneous polynomial . Collecting the terms with e δ we obtain
We obtain polynomialsf δ d−2i divisible by M and
and the proof is finished.
[2, Prop. 4.5 and 4.7] have to be replaced by
] is generated by t i , i = 1, ..., n, given a polynomial f ∈ (ker c a ) (d) , we can write it as
Suppose r is the smallest such integer. To finish the proof it suffices to show that r ≤ d. Assume the contrary, i.e. that r ≥ d + 1. Expressing ω j 's in terms of e j 's, we obtain f = 
